ISLAM & MUSLIMS OPPOSE STUNNING!
By Dr A. Majid Katme - Spokesman on Halal Meat and Food

STUNNING THE ANIMAL BEFORE SLAUGHTER CAUSES MANY HARAMS NOT LEAST OF WHICH IS CRUELTY AND SUFFERING TO THE ANIMAL AS WELL AS PRODUCING UNHEALTHY MEAT TO THE CONSUMERS!

In Brief

Some animals DIE from stunning, especially chickens (about 33 % of chicken die from stunning before slaughter - Government figures). It is HARAM to eat any meat from an animal that died before slaughter (Dhabh). No body is checking stunned animals/chickens to see if they are dead or alive before slaughter, so all are SHUBUHA (doubtful) which Muslims should avoid eating. Also even if the animal is alive, what about the other HARAM and cruelty and the health hazards and the undesirable effects occurring as a result of stunning?
Consuming BLOOD inside the meat which is HARAM! The animals bleed less because of stunning, especially when the heart stops. There is also: "SALT AND PEPPER HAEMORRHAGE", rupture of the small blood vessels inside the meat, oozing more blood which does not go out at all.
Stunning is PAINFUL and CRUEL to the animal, according to many medical studies done with the recording of the EEG (electric recording of the brain). Islam FORBIDS us to inflict any type of pain or cruelty on any type of animal. Similarly, EEG medical studies have shown that the direct method of slaughter (Dhabh) is PAINLESS to the animal.
Stunning affects the QUALITY OF THE MEAT, by disturbing and disrupting the natural healthy chemicals/formula of the meat; making the meat after UNHEALTHY or harmful to health (NOT TAYYIB).
Handling the animal for stunning, causes a lot of STRESS to the animal, which affects the hormones in the body of the animal and causes medical harms and other undesirable effects. This is cruel to the animal and Islam would like a relaxed, comfortable animal before slaughter.
Failure of stunning leading to repetition of stunning which is more CRUEL and PAINFUL. Also some animals become paralysed and awake after stunning, some develops broken bones, some get bruises and lacerations...this is CRUEL and PAINFUL! Islam opposes all types of TORTURE to the animals.
There are today in the West many non-Muslim scientists who oppose stunning for humane and welfare reasons like: Van der Wal, Wernberg, Mcloughlin, Pollard, Winstanley, Marple etc... Also the Jews oppose all types of stunning. Some stunning techniques cause strangulation/suffocation to the animal, as in the electric water bath used for stunning the chickens. Strangulating/suffocating the animal is prohibited in the Qur’an. Other animals are stunning by a violent blow on the head; this is prohibited too in the Qur’an. Risk of mad cow disease (BSE) occurring in some stunning, as in the Captive Bolt pistol used on the cows. The brain is damaged and there is a risk of contamination with BSE, and the consumer could develop a similar disease which will kill him/her. The European Union has decided recently to ban stunning by the Captive Bolt pistol because of this serious health hazard. Pithing, another type of stunning, was prohibited before for the same reason. New medical research and studies have proved the amazing tranquiliser and healing effects on the animal when it hears Bismillah Allahu Akbar, when it is alive, fully conscious and able to hear! In stunning, the animal is unconscious or dead and unable to hear Bismillah Allahu Akbar. Allah is the most compassionate, the most merciful. Muhammad (peace be upon him) is the mercy to all the worlds (men and animals), all prophets of Allah like: Abraham, Moses, Jesus and Muhammad (peace be upon them) have done Dhabh by the direct method and without any type of stunning...surely all were not cruel to the animals! Besides that, Teacher Muhammad has told us and shown us how to slaughter our animals as the best humane method and best for quality of meat. Surely stunning is a new bid’ah/invention and is contradictory to the Prophet Muhammad’s way the perfect way! The final prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him) has ordered us in a hadith to fight all those who do not slaughter their animals as done by the prophets. The official Muslim view to the government in the UK, by the major Muslim organisations like: The Muslim Council of Britain, Union of Muslim organisations, Sharia Council, Regent Park Mosque etc is that any type of stunning cannot be accepted by the British Muslims. The European Council for IFTA and Research, has prohibited stunning in 1999 (about 50 European Ulama and Muftis in Europe). More: The British Government has allowed the Muslims (and Jews) to slaughter their animals according to their religions (exemption from stunning) and without any type of stunning. So it is legal and according to the law of the land to have our real Halal meat from Dhabh without stunning...
THE ISLAMIC AND HEALTH & WELFARE EVIDENCES ARE INCREASING DAY AFTER DAY TO OPPOSE ANY TYPE OF STUNNING...

So any Muslim practicing stunning is disobeying the prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him) and NOT following the Fatawas of Ulama, and is feeding our Muslims and the innocent children non Halal meat and is CHEATING the Muslims by saying it is HALAL MEAT.

He is also GIVING us 2 HARMS at least: eating from dead animal and feeding us the Haram blood! And he is giving us unhealthy meat with many risks to our health (BSE, Blood etc...)

He is also inflicting pain and cruelty on the stunned animals and he will have to answer before ALLAH, when he will be asked about this unnecessary cruelty.

He is also breaking the official Muslim view (consensus) to the Government.

A NATIONAL CAMPAIGN FOR EDUCATION IS NEEDED IN ALL LANGUAGES and our ULAMA/IMAMS should be the most aware.

AND ALL THOSE CHEATING MUSLIMS who are not SELLING REAL HALAL MEAT without stunning SHOULD BE EXPOSED AND BOYCOTTED!

Title of the study: AN UP-TO-DATE ASSESSMENT OF THE MUSLIM METHOD OF SLAUGHTER

Also see the book: AL-DHABH: SLAYING ANIMALS THE ISLAMIC WAY by Dr Ghulam Mustafa Khan.